University Policy on: Courses - Postgraduate Coursework
Minimum Volume of Learning and Additional Units

Conversion course

Approved minimum volume of learning

Additional units for conversion purposes

Shaded area of the course for conversion purposes may comprise:
Level 4 or Level 5 units that teach introductory content
OR Undergraduate units

Examples

Master of Professional Accounting
Master of Professional Engineering

Min. vol. of learning (standard)
72 credit points

Max. vol. of learning (conversion)
96 credit points

96 credit points
144 credit points

Note: Students seeking entry into a 96 credit points conversion course from a cognate background may receive admission credit of up to 24 points (that is, these student do not need to undertake conversion units). International students seeking entry from a cognate background may be given the choice to undertake the conversion units. Further, advanced standing of up to 24 points, based on recognition of prior learning and in accordance with the University Policy on Credit Transfer, Advanced Standing and Recognition of Prior Learning, may be granted towards the 72 credit points of taught study. However, all students must complete at least 48 points of an AQF Level 9 qualification to receive the Master's award.